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	Parallel computing has been confined, for much of its over 40 year history, to highly
	specialized, technology-wise advanced domains such as scientific computing or
	telecommunications. There were only a few experts who had the background and
	experience to write efficient, robust and scalable programs for these parallel machines.


	A few years ago all that suddenly changed with the emergence of multi-core
	and many-core processors, as we reached the end of seemingly endless single-core
	performance scaling. While Moore’s Law still provides chip designers with everincreasing
	amount of transistors for building chips, these chips will now all have
	multiple cores and there’s no end in sight for the scalability of computing power
	through the integration of ever more processor cores on the same piece of silicon.
	Practically overnight parallel programming skills became mandatory for most experts
	working in the field of computer programming.


	Ericsson has always been at the forefront of parallel programming. We have been
	delivering best in class massively parallel telecommunication systems for several
	decades and providing our customers with quality software running on systems with
	hundreds of processors has always been one of our core assets. Continued leadership
	in this area is essential for our future success: the amount of traffic in telecom
	networks and consequently, the amount of computation required to sustain it, is
	expected to grow orders of magnitude faster than what the chip industry can match,
	even if it continues to deliver according to Moore’s law. I believe we are well positioned
	to take advantage of emerging chips with hundreds or even thousands of
	cores in order to sustain our technology leadership in ICT.
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Cryptology and Network Security: 10th International Conference, CANS 2011, Sanya, China, December 10-12, 2011Springer, 2012

	It was a real pleasure to have taken part in organizing the 10th International Conference
	on Cryptography and Network Security (CANS 2011). It was held during
	December 10–12, 2011, at the International Asia Pacific Convention Center in
	Sanya, on the subtropical island of Hainan (China). CANS 2011 was sponsored
	by the National...
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Apache Server Survival GuideSams Publishing, 1996
As one of the most popular servers on the Internet, Apache Server is an
inexpensive, secure alternative to other Web servers! This book is an excellent
resource that addresses diverse networking and configuration issues. This
book, written by a system administrator for system administrators gives you
behind-the-scenes solutions...
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Accessible EPUB 3O'Reilly, 2012


	Accessibility is a difficult concept to define. There’s no single magic bullet solution that

	will make all content accessible to all people. Perhaps that’s a strange way to preface a

	book on accessible practices, but it’s also a reality you need to be aware of. Accessible

	practices change, technologies evolve to...
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Apple Device Management: A Unified Theory of Managing Macs, iPads, iPhones, and AppleTVsApress, 2019

	
		Working effectively with Apple platforms at a corporate or business level includes not only infrastructure, but a mode of thinking that administrators have to adopt to find success. A mode of thinking that forces you to leave 30 years of IT dogma at the door. This book is a guide through how to integrate Apple products in your...
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A Primer for the Monte Carlo MethodCRC Press, 1994

	The Monte Carlo method is a numerical method of solving mathematical problems through random sampling. As a universal numerical technique, the method became possible only with the advent of computers, and its application continues to expand with each new computer generation. A Primer for the Monte Carlo Method demonstrates how practical...
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Crystal Reports 9 on OracleMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Create dynamic, effective reports from Oracle databases using Crystal Reports 9  and the extensive information in this practical resource. Learn to use one of  the most powerful data analysis tools to draw information from Oracle databases,  query and rank data, consolidate results, and develop integrated, interactive  reports. Plus, leverage the...
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